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NOW THAT MOST SCHOOLS IN THE
UNITED STATES ARE OFFICIALLY OPEN,
PARENTS ARE STILL TRYING TO DECIDE --
SHOULD KIDS GO BACK TO SCHOOL? OR
SHOULD WE STICK TO ONLINE
LEARNING?

In America, one of the most controversial topics
everyone is talking about for months now, is
whether it's safe to send our kids back to their
classrooms or not. Most parents are still debating
as to what course of action is best to take in order
to maintain our children's quality of education
and socialization. We all know that unless
someone develops a vaccine soon, school just
can’t be run the same as it was before. Global
Survey conducted a short study to take a closer
look at what goes on in parents minds and what
they have to say regarding this issue.

C O N T E N T S
IN THIS ISSUE

A closer look at what parents think about
kids going back to school and what
concerns them the most. 
Children's Views: Majority of children in
America want to go back to school and
learn in person with their classmates.
Do kids know the importance of
consistently wearing masks in public, social
distancing, and the risks involved if they
don't follow these safety protocols?
Safety protocols in campuses that would
make parents comfortable to send their
kids back to in person learning.
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VISIT US: WWW.GLOBALSURVEY.GS

Global Survey recently conducted an online survey among 2,045 random US
residents who are either parents or guardians of kids ages 4 - 18 to
understand their thoughts, and concerns, in sending their kids back to school
during the pandemic.

SURVEY PARTICIPATION BASICS

Parents of kids ages 4-18
living in the US

2,045 completed surveys 
 from qualified participants

USA only

FEMALES = 61%
MALES = 39%

25 - 34 YRS. OLD = 37%
35 - 44 YRS. OL = 58%
45 - 54 YRS/ OLD = 5%

AUDIENCE: 

TOTAL # OF SURVEYS:

GEOGRAPHY: 

GENDER SPLIT PARTICIPATION
RESULTS:

PARENT AGE SPLIT RESULTS
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Breakdown in percentage per kids' grade level

56% of parents are NOT comfortable sending their kids back to school.
44% say they have no problem sending their kids back to school.
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Children's Views
 Majority of kids in America want to go back to school and learn in person

with their teachers and classmates.

A recent poll conducted by Global Survey among 1,796 kids in
America ages 4 - 18 shows that 58% of kids are eager and excited to
go back to school! 

58% of kids want to go
back to school and learn
in person with their
teachers and classmates
30% of kids want to
continue Online learning
at home.
12% of kids don't know
what they want.


